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1) PhraseBase: idea and theoretical background

DiMuccio-Failla
& Giacomini 2017a/b

•
•

Start of the project, people
First PhrasaLex workshop: Modena (Italy), September 2019
(www.sensepatterndictionaries.net )

•
•

Initial goal: a learner‘s dictionary of Italian
Theoretical and methodological approach based on phraseology

•

Initial work on a subset of verbs of movement, after that experiments with further
word classes

•

Multilingual approach (FR, DE, EN)

•

Development of a model for Phrase-based Active Dictionaries (PADs)
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Theoretical background:
1) John Sinclair’s hypothesis (Sinclair 1996, 1998, 2004):
•

in general, lexical meaning is not a feature of single words in isolation, but of
words in their distinct patterns of (normal) usage (Sinclair 1991), determined
by their colligation, collocation, semantic preference and semantic prosody

•

language is phrasal in nature

•

COBUILD dictionary:
1. »When you put something in a particular place or position, you move it into that
place or position«
2. »To put someone or something in a particular state or situation means to cause them
to be in that state or situation«.
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•

Sinclair‘s hypothesis is in line with Construction Grammar and with Tomasello’s
Usage-Based Theory of Language Acquisition (UBTLA), which states that:
1. the primary psycholinguistic unit of linguistic communication and in particular of
child language acquisition is the utterance, not the word;
2. children’s earliest utterances are almost totally concrete: they are collocations;
3. new patterns result from children generalizing across the semantic variation
they observe at particular ‘‘slots’’ in otherwise very similar
collocations (tokens of the same utterance).
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2) Patrick Hanks’s Theory of Norms and Exploitations (Hanks 2013):
•

Sinclair patterns of normal usage are simplified and formalised for applications in
NLP (and also in language teaching).

•

The sense patterns proposed in the Pattern Dictionary of English Verbs (PDEV) are
syntagmatic patterns consisting of an argument structure assigned together with
the most general semantic types (and possibly semantic roles) to which the
arguments of a verb normally refer.

1. Pattern: [[Eventuality]]1 leads to [[Eventuality]]2à
[[Eventuality]]1 is the cause of [Eventuality]]2
2. Pattern: [[Eventuality]]1 leads up to [[Eventuality]]2à
[[Eventuality]]1 precedes [[Eventuality]]2
3. Pattern: [[Eventuality]] leads [[Human]]/[[Institution]] to…à [[Eventuality]] causes or trigger
[[Human]]/ [[Institution]] to…

We propose a variant of the PDEV based on a cognitivist approach.
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2) Phrase-based Active Dictionaries (PADs)
We have developed a model for a Phrase-based Active Dictionary (PAD):
•

PHRASE-BASED:
– Phraseology is at the core of our dictionary model à sense patterns are
phraseological in nature
– In line with Sinclair’s view, in our dictionary model sense patterns are the true
LEXICAL UNITS of a language
– A Lexical Unit (LU) is the combination of an argument structure with semantic
restrictions (semantic types and semantic roles)
LU of follow (V):
LU of arm (V):
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to follow (the description of) a path
to arm (oneself/ so.) (with a weapon)
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• ACTIVE:
– A learner should acquire the ability to actively produce normal utterances in the
contexts and situations a native language speaker would
– Priority: typicality (conventional normal usage) over completeness (vs. traditional
dictionaries)
– Dictionary users should be guided through the different meanings of a word, starting
from the prototypical (literal, concrete) one and progressively indicating its extensions
(metonyms and metaphors)
– Language learners naturally rely on cognitive relations in their mental lexicon to
comprehend, store and actively access words.
– Sorting criterion: cognitive salience instead of frequency (cf. Lew 2013)
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Databases
and PADs:

MULTILINGUAL APPROACH:
Comparing Lexical Units of equivalent words in
different languages allows us
– to test our method for finding and describing
Lexical Units
– to identify new ways of disambiguating senses
– to discover new sense clusters and sense
subcategories
– to enhance consistency throughout the PADs
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3) The microstructure of a PAD
In our model, Sinclair's Hypothesis has been extended to sense fields (= clusters of
senses):
.
•

We can often organize the senses of a highly polysemous word in a topology of an
ontological nature, grouping them together into Sense Fields according to their
semantic similarities, by means of a (conceptual) disambiguating tree (sense
disambiguation instead of sense enumeration).

•

Fundamental Sense Fields, just like individual senses (LUs), are identifiable by
phraseology. Our goal is to empirically attest these fields by the collocations they
share.
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PAD‘s disambiguating tree
WORD
categorial
disambiguators

LEXEME(S)

phraseological
disambiguators

SENSE FIELD(S)
LEXICAL UNIT(S)
SPECIFYING
COLLOCATION(S)
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LEXEMES AND LEXICAL UNITS:
In our approach, a morphological unit (lexeme, e.g. “to follow so/sth”) does not
correspond to a semantic unit (lexical unit, e.g. “to follow a person/vehicle”),
mainly because the latter includes semantic restrictions. So if you ignore
semantic restrictions, then the traditional correspondence is restored.
In general, there are three main approaches to the treatment of lexemes (let’s
take the Italian word seguire, “to follow”, as an example):
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-

Traditional approach: according to a syntactic distinction, seguire has at least
two lexemes (transitive verb denoting acitivty or relation vs. intransitive
verb)

-

Standard phraseological approach: seguire has various lexemes (seguire
qn/qc, seguire da qc, seguire a qc….)

-

Our phraseological approach: for each lexeme there are different lexical
units, mainly based on semantic restrictions; at the level of lexemes we also
introduce categorial (ontological) information (different categories match
different meanings)
PhrasaLex II
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LEXICAL
UNIT
SENSE
FIELD

•

LUs, e.g. main senses of a
word, are often related by
cognitive metonymy and
cognitive metaphor. These
relations build a conceptual
network.

•

The related senses of a word
are organized in a radial set
around usually one
prototypical concept
(cognitivist account of
(complementary) polysemy,
by Brugman & Lakoff, 1988)

LEXICAL
UNIT
LEXICAL
UNIT

LEXICAL
UNIT

cognitive
metonymy

metaphor
LEXICAL
UNIT

PAD‘s conceptual network
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SEMANTIC RESTRICTIONS AND COLLOCATIONS:
•

Semantic restrictions:
[Human]
[Human]

toasts
toasts

[Food],
{bread, almonds, marshmallows, buns, walnuts, pecans, coconut,
bagels, nuts, hazelnuts, sandwiches, baguettes, brioche, muffin}.

[Human]

toasts

[Breadstuff]/[Marshmallow]/[Nut]/[Seed]

[Human]

toasts

prototypically [Bread]/[Sandwich]
usually [Breadstuff]/[Marshmallow]/[Nut]/[Seed]
possibly [Food]
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Hanks 2004

DiMuccio-Failla
& Giacomini 2017b

• Lexical Units don’t necessarily need to sound familiar like collocations, they need
to be conceptually valid.
• Whenever more than 2-3 collocations correspond to a single semantic type, in the
Lexical Unit we use their shared hypernym.
• Collocations which are not used to fill the arguments of a Lexical Unit are treated
as Specifying Collocations.
PhrasaLex II
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4) Methodology

•

Initial procedure according to the Corpus Pattern Analysis (CPA) “technique for
mapping meaning onto words in texts” (Hanks 2004).

•

Change in procedure: from concordance analysis to collocation analysis (Giacomini
& DiMuccio-Failla 2019, Giacomini et al. 2020)

•

Collocates of a word are used for semantic type identification, as phraseological
disambiguators, or as such in LUs
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Current procedure:
i) Collocation extraction from corpora
+ data from collocation dictionaries
ii) Matching with
- dictionaries (general language, learner‘s, historical, etymological)
- CPA-based resources (PDEV, T-Pas)
- wordnets (PWN, ItalWordNet, GermaNet)
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iii) LU formulation:
- argument structure
- semantic types/roles (semantic preferences)
- semantic properties and conditions (usage labels: ESPECIALLY, USUALLY, POSSIBLY)
- cognitive derivation: metonymy, metaphor
-

finding adequate semantic types as selectional preferences, not leaving out normal
usage and not generalizing into abnormal usage requires linguistic and ontological
expertise
it is not easy to present the extended canonical form of a lexical unit without
overloading its entry with information of various degrees of importance.

iv) Clustering of LUs
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5) Outlook
PhraseBase

Phrase-based Active
Dictionary (PAD):
lexicon
Conceptology:
natural language
ontology

Construction
grammar:
constructicon

Phonology
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PRAGMATICS:
• Meaning is not stipulated through conventions only, it is also affected by
stipulations which may be temporary, non-verbal, etc.
•

For the moment, we are leaving out pragmatics with the exception of usage labels
in PAD entries (e.g. connotation, attitude) and we concentrate on conventional
aspects
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•

Our primary goal is to devise Lexical Units which are easily readable and yet
formalizable, for linguistic rigor and possible applications to NLP

•

Initially, the procedure is very time-consuming but the results are conceptually
rigorous (see comparison with data of conceptually rigorous dictionaries such as
the Oxford Dictionary of English, the Vocabolario Treccani, or the Deutsches
Wörterbuch von Jacob Grimm und Wilhelm Grimm).

•

The more concepts and recurring semantic restrictions we isolate, the faster the
procedure can be performed.

•

If we manage to ontologically annotate corpora, semantic restrictions are easier to
find by applying an iterative process (also: by means of artificial intelligence).
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